DRAFT CHART COMPARISON OF BUDGET PROPOSALS IMPACTING EDUCATION
Executive

Assembly
Overall School Aid increase above 2015-16

Senate

Total Aid is increased by $991 million, including:

Total Aid is increased by $2.1 billion including:

Total Aid is increased by $1.655 billion, including:

* $189 million GEA Restoration
* $266 million Foundation aid increase
* Curent Law funding for expensed based aid ($341
million)

* $434 million GEA restoration (elimination)
* $1.1 billion Foundation aid increase
* Curent Law funding for expensed based aid ($341
million)

* $434 million GEA restoration (elimination)
* $880 million Foundation aid increase
* Curent Law funding for expensed based aid ($341
million)

Exends Mayoral Control of NYC for three years
Extends Mayoral Control for three years
Requires participation in QUALITYstarsNY for certain
Rejects/Omits Executive's Language
programs.
Creates a new Prekindergarten Review Board under
Rejects/Omits Executive's Language
OCFS
Modifies proposal to expand 4 year olds rather than 3
Expands PreK to 3 year olds
year olds
Amends School Safety Plans to include emergency
Modifies the Executive's langauge
reponse plans among other itesm

No changes to the property tax cap.

No changes to BOCES aidable salary cap for CTE

Denies without prejudice the Executive's proposal
Rejects/Omits Executive's Language (accepts the
increase in funds $22M)
Rejects/Omits Executive's Language
Rejects/Omits Executives's Language
Modifies the Executive's langauge

N/A

Amends the property tax cap to make it permanent and
apply to NYC. The Senate Resolution states it is
"committed to studying the unintended implications of
the property tax cap including: the impact of voter
initiated referendums,
negative tax cap calculations, and the lack of
consideration in the levy formula for BOCES capital
expenses and the calculation of growth in
PILOTs."

Increases the BOCES aidable salary cap for CTE
instuctors to $34,000 in 2016-17

5 year phase in -- increases to BOCES aidable salary
caps for CTE instructors -$34,000 for the 2016-17
$38,000 in the 2017-18, $42,000 in the 2018-19 $46,000
in the 2019-20 & $50,000 in the 2020-21

DRAFT CHART COMPARISON OF BUDGET PROPOSALS IMPACTING EDUCATION
Executive
No change to APPR
Creates a Parental Choice Educational Investment Tax
Credit
No changes to Receivership
No recommendation regarding the Tuition Rate
Methodology in support of 853s
N/A
N/A
N/A
Unfreezes aid for NYC Charters
Increases Charter Facility aid rates
N/A

Assembly
De-links APPR with State Aid

No change to APPR

Senate

Rejects/Omits Executive's Langauge

Replaces Executive's Langauge with a Senate proposal

Delays the takeover of persistently struggling schools
until one full school year after the school has receive the No changes to receivership
funding to support school reform
Adds langauge to provide at least a 2% growth to the
no recommendations regarding the tuition rate
tuition rate methodolgy
methodology
Creates the Office of Religious and Independent
N/A
Schools
Creates the Council to Improve Outcomes for Boys and
N/A
Young Men of Color
Establishes new accountabily measures for charter
N/A
schools
Reject Executive Language
Accepts
Reject Executive Language
Accepts
N/A
Expands building aid to charter schools

Includes a Minimum Wage Proposal

Modifies the Executive's minimum wage proposal

According to the Senate Resolution: the Senate will
"consider an increase in the current state minimum wage
based on an objective ecconimic analysis."

N/A

N/A

Repeal 10 year building aid ammortization

